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QUESTION NO: 1

In which process steps can you integrate Business Rule Framework plus checks and Business Rule Framework plus 
enhancements?

There are 3 correct answers to this question.

A. Filter and Remove

B. Standardization

C. Best Record Calculation

D. Validation

E. Matching

ANSWER: C D E 

QUESTION NO: 2

What is the primary used by the purchasing organization

during the procurement process ?

A. General data

B. Company code data

C. Purchasing organization

D. Vender master data

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 3

You set FPM expert and admin mode as shown in the figure, Setting FPM

Expert and Admin Mode. Specify your user with the parameter for

FPM_CONFIG_EXPERT as follows:

A. A - Admin Mode (= Customizing)
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B. X - Expert Mode (= Configuration)

C. M- Import Mode (= Configuration)

D. All of the above

ANSWER: A B 

QUESTION NO: 4

What are Benefits of Central Creation and Maintenance in SAP MDG ?

A. Obtain insight across customer interactions and leverage this insight to align marketing and sales and focus on efforts on 
the most profitable customer opportunities

B. Maintain the integrity of CRM processes allowing for improved campaign effectiveness, opportunity management, sales, 
and customer service

C. SAP MDG also allows you to monitor SLAs and how data creation or changes are recorded

D. Improve sales force productivity by eliminating duplicate customer records, duplicate opportunities, and ensuring 
complete contact information

ANSWER: A B D 

QUESTION NO: 5

Which advantage does the rule-based workflow provide compared to the simple workflow? Please choose the correct 
answer.

A. It can be combined with different workflow templates.

B. It can be executed faster than the simple workflow.

C. It works with easily maintainable decision tables and is highly adaptable to customer needs.

D. It is pre-configured for dedicated SAP MDG domains and CANNOT be changed.

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 6
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What is the learn request of UI for Creating ERP Customer ?

A. The goal is to enable all users to submit a request for a new customer, although users might not have ERP knowledge.

B. The UI makes it easy to request a new ERP Customer.

C. All data is on one screen, and navigation to detailed screens is not required.

D. All of the above.

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 7

How to Move to the cloud at your own speed ?

A. A master data hub (like SAP MDG) that synchronizes master data across on-premise and on-demand solutions is a 
prerequisite for system landscape simplification and your step-by-step move to the cloud

B. Improved cycle time for new contract creation by creating and maintaining supplier master data as a governed process 
across supplier management processes

C. Centralized supplier management as part of procurement to ensure Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are met, simplify 
contract management, and mitigate risk

D. SAP MDG allows you to define workflows and roles for these central processes in order to involve the right people when 
they should contribute

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 8

SAP MDG is a state-of-the-art MDM solution that provides out-of-the-box, domain-specific master data governance to 
centrally create, change, and distribute, or to consolidate master data across your complete enterprise system landscape. 
SAP MDG centrally governs and consolidates master data for your enterprise as follows:

A. Governance: Enables governance, compliance, and transparency of master data during creation and change through 
integrated staging, approval, and central audit trail.

B. Consistency: Delivers consistent definition, authorization, and replication of key master data entities. Eliminates error 
prone manual maintenance processes for master data in multiple systems.

C. Consolidation: Consolidates master data in any enterprise system landscape, creates best records and key mapping 
between duplicates, and optionally combines consolidation with central governance for sustained master data quality.

D. Integration: Provides native integration in SAP solutions, including re-use of data model, business logic, and configuration 
for validation while offering openness to integrate third-party services.
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E. None of the above.

ANSWER: A B C D 

QUESTION NO: 9

What must you do after you upgrade SAP Master Data Governance to SAP S/4HANAin regards to system landscape 
integration?

Please choose the correct answer.

A. Upgrade Data Replication to Service-/SOA-based communication.

B. Upgrade all connected SAP systems to SAP S/4HANA at the same time.

C. Activate customer vendor integration (CVI) on the receiving SAP systems for business partners.

D. Adapt key mapping if simplification item for long material numbers is activated and extended to more than 18 characters.

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 10

What are the follows of implementation ?

A. Multiple ERP Customers and ERP Vendor can be assigned to one MDG Business Partner.

B. ERP Customer and ERP Vendor specific data, including sales and purchasing organization and company code data, can 
be maintained per assigned ERP Customer or ERP Vendor.

C. The customer or supplier is treated differently within several business units of the same company code.

D. Deviations of central fields like Name 3, Telephone number, and Bank details for example, can be maintained within a 
specific UI. A small project-specific implementation is required.

ANSWER: A B C D 

QUESTION NO: 11

Which of the following is an advantage to use the Floorplan Manager to design SAP Master Data Governance (MDG) Web 
Dynpro Uls?

Please choose the correct answer.
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A. SAP MDG Web Dynpro personalization features are made available automat cally

B. SAP MDG Web Dynpro Uls can be enhanced by the enrichment framework

C. SAP MDG Web Dynpro Uls can be used for all SAP MDG domains

D. SAP MDG Web Dynpro components run without feeder classes

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 12

In which SAP Master Data Governance customizing act vity can you define the SLAs (days and hours by priority)?

Please choose the correct answer

A. Define Priorities for Change Request

B. Define Change Request Actions

C. Configure Properties of Change Request Step

D. Create Change Request Type

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 13

Your customer is using internal number assignment.

When is a temporary ID assigned for SAP Master Data Governance for Material during mater al creation in a single-object 
change request?

Please choose the correct answer.

A. During the material creation process until the material group of the materials maintained

B. During the material creation process until all mandatory fields of the material are maintained

C. During the material creation process until the material is saved/submitted

D. During the whole material creation process until final approval (activation)

ANSWER: D 
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QUESTION NO: 14

What are the following features of governance scope ?

A. Only parts of the data model are put under governance.

B. Entity types and fields can be excluded from governance.

C. Excluded entity types and fields have the following features:

1. Cannot be changed within a Change Request

2. Are displayed only within the UI

D. None of the above.

ANSWER: A B C 

QUESTION NO: 15

What is prevent creation of duplicates for increased effectiveness and efficiency ?

A. Checked early and embedded in the process

B. High detection quality of matching using Enterprise Search or SAP Data Services

C. Re-use of existing validation logic in SAP ERP

D. Custom validations can be modeled and programmed (for example, code lists, simple checks, or modeled rules via SAP 
Business Rule Framework (SAP BRF+)

ANSWER: A B 
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